The ALDER belongs to the birch plants. No native tree species is best placed to thrive on wet soil and thereby
secure the riversides and waters. The special thing about the ALDER is, that after the cut, new shoots grow again
on the round timber.

It is also said that the ALDER has beneficial properties. The book „The gentile medicine of the trees“ published
a letter from a tyrolean beekeeper, describing his experiences with alder wood for humans and bees. Not like

humans, bees feel well on negative earth rays and water veins. Bees would leave beehives made out of ALDER
Parquet
from alder tree creates impressions
wood. Humans, on the other hand, would stay on a floor of ALDER.
a nd healthy l i v i ng sp ac e

P a rquet f rom Al d er tre e c reat es
impressions and healthy living space

www.bergland-parkett.at

Bring the nature into your home

.

The alder is characterized by its warm, reddish brown colour. It has fine pores and is a medium hard

Due to our ecological treatment our parquet floor is free from harmful substances. After an oil|wax treat-

wood. The velvety soft surface is brilliant for living rooms and bedrooms. The alder radiates a certain

ment, the pores remain open, so your parquet can „breathe“. The special feature of the alder is to create

lightness and enchants your home in a comfortable oasis.

a positive ambience. According to the experiences alder keeps away negative rays and water veins.

per m 2 instead of

now only

96,00 €

64,90 €

per m 2 instead of

now only

46,90 €

UVP incl. VAT.

1-strip country house floor alder steamed Wohngefühl „Kufstein“ surface untreated, oil|wax or varnished

72,00 €

UVP incl. VAT.

		

2-strip plank floor alder steamed „Klassiker“ surface untreated, oil|wax or varnished

simply Unique

3-layers of the same alder hardwood
approx. 5 mm useful layer for the heavy use
hardwood middle layer: excellent stability
combines the advantages of solid and prefabricated parquet
floor heating suitable

Un iq u e d e s ig n & award -winning t ec hnology
100 % harmless for healthy living
can be installed floating or glued
improved soundproofing, no hollow sound
fire protection for maximum safety
use of the raw materials from sustainably managed,
forests from Lower Austria

W O O D & waT e r

the synergetic effects of elementary
natural forces elementary forces

For the production of high-quality parquet floors, Bergland-Parkett relies successfully on the use of the
worldwide acknowledged Grander technology. Bergland-Parkett uses this revitalisation effect, where
elementary natural forces bounce off each other and form an animated synthesis of the feeling of wellbeing and quality of life, for the processing of the natural material wood. A unique result that affects
both your residential zone and area of living. Bergland-Parkett - the natural beauty of wood combined
with the revitalisation effect of Grander-water to produce parquet floors of top quality, that are both
exquisite and fascinating at the same time.

1-strip country house floor

2-strip plank floor

collection: Wohngefühl „Kufstein“

collection: Klassiker

sorting: knotty, medium structure without heartwood

sorting: essentially knot-free (from 0 to approx.

length system : 1900|950 mm sorted in the package

5 mm), simple structur, without heartwood

width: 145 mm, thickness 15 mm

length system : 2400 mm

useful layer approx. 5 mm

width: 140 mm, thickness 15 mm

packaging unit: 2,21 m²

useful layer approx. 5 mm
packaging unit: 2,69 m²

Valid while stock lasts. Minimum order quantity 25 m² this includes a minimum quantity surcharge of € 45 per order charged. Please pay
attention to the freight delays or the freight charges if they are exceeded. Collection changes by the producer, color variations for printing
reasons and printing errors reserved. The listed prices are non-binding, recommended guide prices for participating retailers.

